
THE REALLY SIMPLE VERSION OF THE MEANING OF THE HEBREW ALEF – BEIT 

 

Eriktology for beginners 

 

The ALEF-BEIT itself is "holographic" meaning: written in the original hand of its author. 

Each letter is arranged in a very particular progression. The "alpha-bet" sequence is not 

a random order. This is a "Message from Creator ALOHIM to Earthlings". It can be read 

many ways, but always must remain consistent with its intrinsic design pattern.            

a  ALEF: "One" ; beginning at the original nature as "nothing else" and its intention to 

multiply itself. What was, before the universe came to be? 

b  BEIT: individual, contained in a body, not "one with the universe" , not ALEF- it is 

the nature of "other" - Alien, having its own "space". Thusly, being "with" is a 

classification or status compared to and distinct from "out there" or "somewhere else" or 

"not with". 

g  GIMMEL: neck- nexus- tethering ALEF in relation to BEIT. Movement away from 

self in reference toward an "other". Foot, throat, pipeline, reaching out to connect. 

d  DALET: at a threshold- a choice between two options, two different ways of doing 

something. A fork in the road, intersection of vertical and horizontal. North-South, 

East-West, catch-and-release versus catch-and-eat. In or out the Door. 

h  HEI: making an issue out of it, illustrating the intersection at consideration, 

HIGHLIGHT. One points out a suggestion as to the recommended option up for 

decision by another. 

v  UAW / VAV : the connector mechanism- the object- the tool- the device used to 

unify...as in "bolt and screw nut" threaded attachment fittings rendered as "male and 

female". 

z  ZAYIN: end of the cycle of preparation- event horizon. Cutting open, separating, the 

great divide: making a vow, swearing to something. Marriage: are we to be "US" - or - 



are you a "THEM". Which is it...? Friend or Foe? Determination of status, assimilate. 

j  CxET: what the connection is to... This is "The Place". Exclusive. Gated 

Community. Joined with shared interests, responsibilities, threats, consequences... 

Common Fate. 

f  TET: status positively affirmed: successfully connected. Labeled, Signed, Sealed, 

Delivered. The "Artist's signature" or "Badge" or Uniform, or Logo affixed to product. 

Receiving the "Keys" to privilege for use. Authorized, Official. Consummated. 

y  YOD: "The Name" ...the "Brand" itself which one is connected to, being 

distinguished from other brands by some particular feature, such as the particular 

burden of action once connected: required work for maintenance, "job description". 

Similar to the idea of "Sleeping in the bed you've made for yourself", a process was 

developed to exercise the unification status. There are Obligations one signed up for, 

like it or not. 

k  KAF: Rule book to YOD by : ....."who, what, where, when, why, how..." Source: 

Input Line... picture a cow's udder... You who are now here... feed here... This is 

"yours". 

l  LAMED: must acknowledge the authority of the Instructor : "In This House..." This is 

what we do in here...around and around... You are here to help "us" do it. Push, Pull... 

m  MEM: "...no grumbling about it". Expectant with Loving Affection. Attitude. While 

LAMEDing, a NOON develops. While incubated internally, an offspring is produced 

which impacts external circumstances. There is a yield of what is fostered in the heart. 

"Cognitive Conception" : Thoughts affect environment. 

n  NOON: birthed out of and beyond MEM... a "situation" . A life event is materialized 

as an occasion which is a source of resources, where there is potential energy 

embeded. Whether troubling or pleasant, "circumstances" are Opportunities presented 

in disguise. 



s  SAMECx: Burdens. Challenges testing the one doing YOD: SAMECx : the process 

of functioning, incorporating KAF&LAMED into life behavior while maintaining a positive 

MEM. Apply the instructions learned, "here". Stewardship of entrusted responsibility. 

i  AYIN: A response action to the SAMECx function. Observable repercussions of 

results. What "goes around" (how one acts, and the motive behind it), "comes around" 

(will return amplified). Law of the "teeter-totter". Like wheels which turn, driven by a 

drive shaft, which gets power from a motor... one might wonder ... "what caused this?" 

(as did Job's friends). 

p  PEI: explanation, collaboration, conference of group therapy, think-tank, MIDRASH, 

contemplate... prayer changes things... a chance to "pull the weeds out" , refuel... 

x  TzADI: what becomes of YOD through SAMECx work : TzADI Unfurls and 

develops... Another type of NOON, a sprout... what you get as a result of doing the 

work: reward. 

q  QOOF: follows after the TzADI is fully filled, fully inflated... Like a "gun loaded", 

TzADI was the goal required as the preliminary status for a greater subsequent 

happening: QOOF is the "trigger being pulled", the "button being pushed", causing the 

next event. 

r  RESH: "TzADI ultimate", at intended stature, "See The Face". This here is the "IT”. 

The Millenial Reign of the Empire. The bullet flying. "MASHIACx". Desired One. 

c  SHIN: This is what happens as the result of RESH. The other side of QOOF from 

TzADI... When TzADI is at maximum, loaded, QOOF triggers RESH like a bullet, which 

causes SHIN: being released from the impairment or cloaking of one's true identity. 

Purged of dross, without corruption, pure refinement, consumed by one's passion. 

t  TAV: end of project. Everything is now "Ready for use" ... In the "Great Beyond" 

which BEIT through SHIN was the preparation for... "ALEF-TAV" is just choosing 

teams.. 


